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PAID ARTICLE

-Knowledgebases 2021
By dipl-Ing. Zoltan Kiss Export director and leader of
the Budapest based R&D center of Endrich Bauelemente
Vertriebs GmbH.
The electronics component distribution faces many challenges
nowadays, long lead-times, allocation situations make the life of
conventional "box-moving type" of distributors harder and harder.
New logistics concepts raising up and new gigantic players like
Amazon and others are knocking on the doors of manufacturers
offering tailor made solutions to distribute products also on the field
of electronics. Only those companies will survive, who are able to
offer extra services over conventional distribution tasks, such as
design-in, advising, all what require KNOWLEDGE. Endrich, one
of Europes leading design-in distributor has discovered the
necessity of this and started to build up several knowledgebases
for its customers. Time to talk about them

Book series and dedicated website for
technical writings
As in every single issue of this magazine, Endrich publishes
dozens of technical white papers and articles in electronics newspapers and online media all over Europe each year. These publications are rather deep technical ones, not only marketing related texts, but detailed descriptions of solutions of all field of electronics. In the last 10 years over 120 of those writings have been
published. Endrich offers a collection of those publications in a
form of a printed book series free of charge for its customers on
fairs, conferences, international exhibitions and as Christmas
present. The book series has won the Grand Prix of one of the
biggest Eastern European technical exhibition- the HUNGExpo
Industry Days 2016- in Budapest. During Electronica 2018 Munich
the articles have been published also online on their dedicated
website.

downloaded, printed, sent in English and in Hungarian. These articles can be used not only as material for design engineers, but we
at Endrich are also using them for our sales engineering force as
good references of suggested technologies on customer meetings. The authors are very proud, that the digital knowledgebase
has also been awarded with the Special Grand Prize of Industry
Days 2020 at HungExpo, so both the printed and the online versions are award winning products by now.

New website for Endrich E-IoT platform
The Endrich publication website
http://electronics-articles.com has reached by today almost
13500 readers, with a stabile 500 visits every months. Very interesting, that countries, where Endrich does not yet have a daughter company are also represented with major share. Due to the
strong media presence and the well built "Endrich" brand name,
Hungary is number one in users share, but surprisingly USA is
the second in delivering readers to our online technical knowledgebase. Very important is that due to the built in Search Engine
Optimization nearly 66% of the visitors find us by organic search
(Google). The remaining 34% comes from direct promotions, and
social media campaigns. This is the reason that electronicsarticles.com has nearly the same number of readers in South Korea than in Germany. Since the content is 100% technical, customer will not consider it as commercial "spam", so direct mailing is
also a way to distribute them. All articles can be freely used, shared,

As a component distributor Endrich Bauelemente Vertriebs
GmbH is fully engaged in supporting IoT projects of its customers and developed an IoT Device family based on key components provided by its leading suppliers: the E-IoT Ecosystem.
As every customer require different mix of functions, the product family acts as a demonstration system and the E-IoT platform offers the following services:
 Hardware family based on "open source" concept, all schematics, design layout are available for free to our registered
customers
 Free data collection and data visualization services to the
users of the Endrich IoT concept, such as free access to the
Endrich Cloud Database Service and the Endrich Data
Visualization Gateway
 Free hardware and software guide available in a printed form
"E-IoT concept - hardware and software guide by Zoltan Kiss"

A new dedicated website has been created for the E-IoT concept, which is in fact - just as the above mentioned book - a
complete hardware and software guide to build own IoT solution
by using Endrich components.
The site is free to access to every Endrich customers, where
all underlaying technologies are described and explained, hardware circuit design and software code sniplets are provided to
customers in order to be able to realize popular IoT solutions,
boosting our sales of components.
Site can be accessed at https://e-iot.info (optimized for mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets) and the detailed
manual is at https://e-iot.info/e-iot-platform-hardware-softwaremanual/index.html
A video about the award winning E-IOT platform (HungExpo
Grand Prix 2020, Product Prize), the Endrich IoT EcoSystem is
available on the https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OcH8h1u43Egl
link or by scanning the QR Code.

ZoltӚn Kiss
Sales manager - Eastern Europe
e-mail: z.kiss@endrich.com
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Dual Core Solutions for Advanced
Digital Signal Controller Applications
Markus Wimmer
Microchip Technology
Embedded applications that need high digital
signal processing (DSP) performance are not just
demanding an increase in performance to accommodate increasingly complex mathematical algorithms but the addition of communications, functional safety and management features. This combination of factors is leading to changes in the way processing power is deployed in high-integration microcontrollers and digital signal controllers.
A representative example is advanced powersupply design. Todays implementations do not only
call for precise, efficient control of energy conversion through mathematical algorithms and real-time
pulse width modulation (PWM) control. They also
require connectivity to relay real-time operational
status and receive commands from a system-level
management unit using protocols such as PMBus.
Similarly, in an automotive fan or pump controller,
communication through a protocol such as Controller Area Network Flexible Datarate (CAN-FD) is
needed for commands, system monitoring and diagnostics reporting. An air conditioning unit may
have even more complex requirements, with separate DSP-oriented tasks to support power-factor
correction in its mains power supply as well as
closed-loop motor control in fan and pump units.
In principle, a single high-speed CPU core can,
through time-slicing, run many independent threads
to handle both low-latency real-time control tasks
along with networking and system management
tasks. However, a core that is designed to achieve
such high performance in any given process technology may be suboptimal in terms of power consumption and complexity.
A further issue for any real-time application running on a single core is how easily threads and interrupt handlers will meet their respective deadlines. With any resource-sharing implementation, a
concern is the length of time that a given thread will
be blocked from running by an unrelated process
or interrupt handler. To guarantee that a thread will
meet its deadlines under all conditions where
threads have no interdependencies, conservative
algorithms used to calculate the amount of headroom required will call for leaving a relatively significant portion of processing cycles unallocated.
There is also the overhead of frequent task
switching that needs to be considered and its impact on processing throughput. With a large number of interrupting events to a single core, the overhead of interrupt handling and the associated task
switching can be significant.
One option is to build more headroom for performance through even higher clock speeds. In
practice, it can make much more sense to divide
the application across more than one processor
core. For any multitasking application that is not
primarily dependent on the throughput of a single
thread, using parallelism often leads to greater energy efficiency, greater determinism and easier development.
A dual-core implementation can share the
workload of a multitasking system more effectively. It can also result in being able to use lower
core clock frequencies which can be a better
match for flash memory, reducing or eliminating
the number of stall cycles (wait states) during
4
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Figure 1

Figure 2

which the processor has to wait for instructions or
data to return from a fetch request.
In some applications the closely coupled nature
of tasks that handle related data feeds still favour a
single pipeline. But when different functions are being executed in a high-performance embedded application, using more than one core makes more
sense as the various functions are relatively loosely coupled.
For example, in a power supply where the
closed-loop control is implemented in firmware, the
performance is predominately determined by the
time it takes to convert an analog sample to digital,
calculate a new duty cycle from that data, and then
update the PWM. With a multi-core controller, it is
possible to ensure this latency-critical function is
not impeded by other system activities by running it
on a core that has no other priority tasks to perform. In parallel with the time-critical control loop
calculations, another CPU core can be tasked with
other responsibilities such as PMBus communications and system monitoring functions. Similarly, in
a motor control application, splitting the control loop
processing and the CAN interface stack across different cores ensures that the motors commutation
is precise and deterministic.
There is a further benefit to split processing in
terms of project development time. However, it is important that the two cores are homogeneous to take
advantage of this. One traditional option for multiprocessing was to divide the workload according to processor type. Signal-processing code would be dedicated to run on a pipeline optimised for multiply-accumulate options but with little ability to run control
code efficiently while a general-purpose processor
took care of branch-intensive routines. In practice, in
many real-time applications, this is a difficult architecture to work with. The signal-processing operations often depend on external conditions that may
change rapidly. The interprocessor communications
needed to synchronise states across the different
cores can be complex to implement because they
impose tighter timing synchronisation requirements
than messages used to relay commands and status
updates to a network interface.
Unified digital signal controller architectures
such as Microchips dsPIC33 overcame the synchronisation problems by bringing the two types of

execution behaviour together into a single architecture. Such a pipeline can stream multiply-accumulate and matrix operations at high speeds but offers
fast branching capability and high responsiveness
to interrupts so that parameters and algorithms can
adapt to changing conditions on the fly. This eases
the software implementation of complex signal-processing algorithms. However, pressure on design
times means customers face challenges of code
integration no matter which architecture they
choose. The combination of communication and
control functionality in many applications is often
split between development teams, each of which is
a specialist in their area.
A key issue with integrating the code from two
or more teams is determining how scheduling and
task prioritization will work between them. Seemingly small decisions such as the priority of individual tasks can have a major impact on the overall
real-time behaviour of the application. A poor decision will mean vital tasks will be locked out of access to the processor for longer periods than is desirable for good performance. By having the task
sets distributed across two processors, the engineers with the most knowledge about the relative
priorities of the threads their part of the application
uses are responsible for setting those priorities.
Split processing also allows for easier management and allocation of data memory and can be
sure that makefiles and linker settings they have
created and debugged during their project remain
in place in the final software package. This reduces
the overhead on the software-integration team and
reduces time to market.
Although split processing already helps optimise
both development effort and processing throughput, Microchip continues to make architectural improvements to help increase performance as well.
An example in the dual-core dsPIC33CH is the deployment of an increased number of context-selected registers to boost interrupt responsiveness. Also
implemented in the new dsPIC33CH core are additional instructions to increase DSP performance.
As a Digital Signal Controller (DSC), the
dsPIC33CH includes a number of advanced peripherals to reduce system costs and board size. They
include high-speed ADCs, DACs with waveform
generation, analogue comparators, analogue programmable gain amplifiers and high-resolution
PWM generators with resolution down to 250ps.
Advanced features such as more intelligent peripherals and a peripheral trigger generator help reduce
the number of interrupts a core is subject to in a
power-supply or motor control application. For example, the UARTs provide hardware support for
LIN/J2602, IrDA, DMX and smart card protocol extensions to reduce software overhead. Likewise,
the CAN-FD peripheral includes a bit stream processor and programmable automatic retransmission to enable it to run more autonomously from
the CPU core.
With a design focused on the development requirements of todays engineering teams, Microchips dsPIC33CH is optimised for high-performance and time-critical, real-world embedded-control applications. The architecture provides the support customers require to "design separately, integrate seamlessly." The result is an architecture that
increases performance while reducing time to market and system size and cost.
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Antistatic (ESD) and EMI protection
in electronics production
Unfortunately, electronic systems and devices can be vulnerable to being negatively impacted by electrostatic discharge (ESD) and
electromagnetic interference (EMI). The industry has come a long way in understanding how
electronic devices are impacted by both, measures manufacturers can take to reduce or prevent them outright, and creating guidelines to
regulate acceptable limits of EMI. By implementing the proper ESD and EMI protection
solutions, producers can mitigate these phenomena. That will go a long way to improving
the quality of goods and products the plant produces, but it will also protect everything contained within, including industrial equipment,
electronics, and machinery.

ESD protection
Although electrostatic discharge may not look
dangerous in theory, it can be exceptionally so,
especially for microelectronics and industrial machinery. It happens to be one of the few frequent
events that can damage almost any computer or
related hardware components. Additionally, discharge events can occur without anyone knowing or feeling anything.
ESD is defined as a static discharge that
moves from one conductive surface to another.
Preventing it requires a ground that can eliminate static build-up. The ground source may
come in the form of a wrist strap, grounding mat
or surface or even work environment segment.
Tools that can further prevent discharge problems include everything from an antistatic cover
or bag to a type of antistatic spray that mitigates
discharge potential for a component.
However, avoiding ESD on the manufacturing floor is a little more complicated. Research
shows that the average electronics product losses due to ESD can be anywhere between 8 and
33%. In monetary damage, estimates run into
the billions of dollars annually.
The first step to ESD protection is to determine where it occurs, affected materials and how
a charge flows. It is important to consider that
certain materials such as styrofoam, plastics,
electronic components and devices, and even
the human body are more capable of creating
and facilitating an electric discharge.
Circuit design processes are among the main
6
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pillars of electrostatic discharge protection. While
ineffective design is one of the most common
reasons for PCB failure, the right design will
guarantee ESD damage doesn't affect electrical
components. Nevertheless, even the best designs are not enough themselves to stop ESD
from happening outright and only the right prevention measures within a manufacturing plant
can do that.
Manufacturers must implement process
guidelines and procedures to eliminate the possibility of ESD, including through the use of special protective equipment. Even something as
simple as antistatic gloves can be the difference
between hundreds of damaged products or none
at all.
Sometimes failures caused as a result of ESD
may be minor, meaning they will not necessarily
manifest until later in the product's lifecycle. With
some consumer electronics, this issue is merely
costly, but the consequences can be severe for
more sensitive electronics such as medical implants.
Creating a protected area is the very best approach to ESD prevention  everything within the
space, including objects, workbenches, equipment, people and extraneous items, is kept at
the same electrical potential. All surfaces should
be covered in groundable materials, which have
an electrical resistance rating of fewer than 109

ohms. A similar technique bonds any loose items
to a ground. A bonded surface such as an antistatic mat covers the floor, so any people in the
area remain bonded too.
An ESD control program incorporates not just
this kind of setup, but also a process for reviewing and maintaining the environment as a regular operation. The program should require personnel to review an area before beginning their
workday, which ensures the adequate maintenance of all conditions. It also includes a policy
to assess and replace equipment, tools, and other items that should remain bonded if and when
there is a problem.
It is often misunderstood that wearing an ESD
coat or suit automatically protects the nearby
equipment and electronics. That is totally wrong
 the garments must have an electrical bond just
like anything else. Proper ESD wear also calls
for the use of bonded footwear, or grounded wrist
straps to reduce the potential for discharge. Besides, specific garments lose their ESD properties over time, which means they require regular
replacement.
Many companies invest a lot into the installation of ESD control products and systems. When
installed and maintained properly, they are incredibly useful, but they require regular assessment. Failure to review the systems or check
them after installation means that they could be

working out of specification. Therefore, a compliance verification plan is necessary to check the
equipment and systems periodically, but also to
ensure that the proper testing equipment is available and is also in working order.
ESD shielding bags and films can help store,
transport or protect sensitive goods. Under the
right conditions, they create a secure environment or a Faraday cage. But the shielding is vulnerable to tears, cuts, scratches and more. Companies can also use shielding gear when packaging or shipping goods to customers. Some organizations that want to save money may reuse
the same shielding materials or bags, which inadvertently introduces any related goods to an
increasing risk. The damaged shielding no longer functions properly as a protective film or cover. The same is true of everything from antistatic
gloves to bags and even sprays. This is why
manufacturers in the electronics industry should
put a proper system in place to review, monitor
and replace damaged shielding and similar components.
Another common problem is related to workers using standard household cleaning products on ESD matting, garments, and other
bonded goods. Most cleaners include silicone,
which spreads out in a thin layer upon the
cleaned surface, giving it a fresh and shiny look.
The problem is that the thin silicone layer creates insulation, reducing the grounding performance of the material and increasing the potential for static discharge. There are special
cleaners designed for use with ESD mats,
which is what companies should use on the
manufacturing floor.
Last but not least, regardless of how skilled or
experienced employees are, everyone should
have to take part in regular training and awareness courses. Most operations only require new
hires to complete such training, but there should
be a continuous program in place, which will also
allow experienced workers to stay abreast of any
new methods, technologies, and systems that
get introduced as operations evolve.

Preventing or reducing EMI
The phenomenon of electromagnetic interference occurs when the operation of an electronic
device is disturbed by an electromagnetic (EM)
field. It typically occurs when the device is in
proximity to an EM field, which disrupts the radio
frequency spectrum. EMI is a common issue for
electronic components used in various industries, such as military, defence, communication
systems, appliances, and aerospace. Sources of
EMI are various, both natural and man-made. It
can take on multiple characteristics dependent
upon its source as well as the nature of whatever
mechanism is giving off the interference.
Broadband EMI consists of EMIs that do not

occur on single/discrete frequencies, and they
take up a large portion of the magnetic spectrum.
Common causes of broadband EMIs include arcing or corona discharge from power lines, and it
makes up for a large portion of EMI issues in
digital data equipment. Examples of this kind of
EMI include faulty brushes in motors/generators,
arcing in ignition systems, bad fluorescent lamps,
defective power lines and sun outages disrupting the signal from a communication satellite.
Luckily, these kinds of issues only last for a few
minutes. Narrowband EMI conversely is made
up of a single carrier source resulting from spurious signals occurring from different kinds of distortion in a transmitter or are generated by a form
of an oscillator.
There are various methods available to prevent and reduce interference with electronic devices because it can affect circuits and prevent
them from working correctly. Managing electromagnetic interference makes up a large number
of different solutions at both the emitter and victim devices. Sometimes, it can be as simple as
moving devices, so there is more space between
the source and victim or even rotating one device can work. While these can be useful, the
better solution includes the proper design of all
equipment to minimise emissions and/or making
the equipment less vulnerable to external interference. There are three different methods to
help reduce EMI  filtering, grounding and shielding.
A direct way to get rid of unwanted signals is
through filtering them out and in this case, passive filters work well, and they're used in most
new equipment to minimise EMI. Filtering usually begins with an AC line filter that prevents any
bad signals from entering the power supply or
powered circuits, and it keeps internal signals

from being added to the AC line. The method is
commonly applied to cables and connectors on
lines into and out of a circuit, and some special
connectors can have built-in low-pass filters
whose main job is to soften digital waveforms to
increase the rise and fall times and reduce harmonic generation.
On the other hand, shielding is the preferred
approach to contain radiation or coupling in
source or victim devices, and it usually includes
encasing the circuit inside a completely sealed
enclosure, such as a metallic box. Shielding is
of considerable importance as it reflects electromagnetic waves into the enclosure and absorbs waves that aren't reflected. Very often a
small amount of radiation ends up penetrating
the shield if it's not thick enough. Practically any
common metal can be used for shielding (e.g.
copper, steel, aluminium).
Grounding is the establishment of an electrically conductive path between an electrical or
electronic element of a system and a reference
point or plane referenced to ground, and it can
refer to an electrical connection made to Earth
as well. Among the recommended practices to
achieve the best possible ground include: keeping leads away from internal circuits or any other
components to ground as short as possible to
reduce inductance; using multiple grounding
points on a large ground plane for best results;
trying to isolate circuits from ground if ground
loop voltages can,t be controlled any other way;
maintaining separate grounds for analogue and
digital circuits (they can be combined later at a
single point). Applying any one of these three
approaches can help not only reduce EMI but
can also ensure that the equipment is less vulnerable to future interference and can assist with
reducing emissions.
south-east european
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Greek energy sector
The Greek energy sector is still largely dependent on fossil fuels, most of which are imported. As of 2017, about 49% of its energy requirements are covered by petroleum products
alone. These petroleum products are not only
used in the transport sector, but they are also
converted in relevant amounts into electricity. In
particular, the non-interconnected Greek islands
obtain their electricity primarily from inefficient
and expensive diesel generators. In total, the extra cost that had to be recovered in 2017 through
a public service obligation is estimated at around
EUR 600 million to subsidize the electricity tariffs
in those areas. Natural gas, which also has to be
imported at a significant cost, plays a growing
role in meeting energy requirements.
Domestic energy sources include lignite,
which accounted for around 29% of electricity
generation for the year 2018 as well as renewable energy sources (RES) such as hydro-power, wind, solar energy and biomass, which accounted for 11,3%, 12,4%, 7,5% and 0,6%, respectively.
A national target of a 20% RES share in gross
final energy consumption by 2020 had been defined under Law 3851/2010, exceeding the national target of 18% according to the EU Directive 2009/28/EC. In 2018 the RES share in gross
energy consumption reached 18%, thus achieving the RES target under EU Directive 2009/28/
EC for 2020. The RES shares in electricity, in
final consumption for heating/cooling and in
transport are 26%, 30% and 4% respectively.
Specific targets for RES electricity share (40%),
RES heating and cooling share (20%), and RES
transport share (10%) have been defined in order to achieve the national RES target until 2020.

8
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Non-interconnected Islands
The electricity systems on the non-interconnected islands (NIIs) are small, therefore, they
cannot benefit from the cost advantage of largescale generation capacity and commonly rely to a
large degree on diesel-fuelled generators, which
are expensive and not environmentally friendly.
The Greek regulatory system provides for a public
service obligation (PSO) to supply electricity to
consumers on NIIs at the same electricity tariffs
as consumers on the mainland. Island suppliers
are compensated for the difference between their
(high) generation costs and the system marginal
price on the mainland through a fund that is financed by a levy charged to all electricity consumers. The total cost for this PSO is in the range
EUR 500 million to EUR 700 million per year.
While the potential for renewable energy on

Greece's NIIs is very high, the integration of such
resources into the small island systems is complex due to seasonal demand, absence of storage, and technical restrictions related to the variable nature of wind and solar power. Hence, the
installation of variable renewable energy source
capacity is subject to constraints, in order to secure a continuous electricity supply to NIIs.
Towards this direction, the relevant framework
for RES hybrid plants, namely the combination of
one or more RES with a storage system, allows
the increased exploitation of the local renewables
potential in a system-friendly manner, making it
possible to fully replace the diesel-fuelled generators. These hybrid plants must fulfil several conditions, set by regulatory framework, inter alia a minimum energy capacity of the storage system and
a contracted guaranteed power.

SEE NEWS
Bulgarian EV manufacturer Sin
Cars to start mass production
of light e-trucks

Photo: Bulgarian Ministry of Economy

The focus is put on either the integration of
non-interconnected systems into the mainland
transmission system or the enhanced installation
of storage systems, based on their economic and
technical feasibility. Interconnections are also
critical for the government's energy policy, to enhance the security of electricity supply and to
support the development of renewable energy
sources so that Greece can meet its renewable
energy and GHG reduction targets. The benefits
of enhanced connectivity of the NIIs with the
main grid will include avoided cost in terms of
diesel generation and reduction of the PSO for
all electricity consumers.

tion (after large hydro-power and wind power),
producing 25,4% of RES electricity and 6% of
total electricity in Greece. A total of 512 GWh
was produced by PV systems on rooftops which
have been installed under the Special Photovoltaic Rooftop Programme.
Greece has some of the most attractive sites
for the use of wind energy in Europe, with average capacity factors of around 25% for the mainland and 30% for the islands. The economic wind
energy potential in Greece is estimated at 10 000
 12 000 MW.

Market situation for renewable energies

The National Energy and Climate Plan
(NECP) is the Greek government's strategic plan
for climate and energy issues, setting out a detailed roadmap regarding the attainment of specific energy and climate objectives by 2030.
The plan sets new ambitious targets to be
achieved by 2030. The targets include 35%
share of RES in gross final energy consumption;
60% share of RES in gross final electricity consumption; 40% share of RES in final energy for
heating and cooling; more than 14% share of
RES in final energy for transport; reduction of final energy consumption by 38% compared to the
respective forecasts of 2007; reduction of total
greenhouse gas emissions by at least 40% compared to 1990.
These targets are supposed to be achieved
through a combination of measures for energy
efficiency and the large-scale penetration of RES
technologies in electricity production, heat supply and transport sector.
With regard to renewable energy sources, the
objective for gross final energy consumption is
35%. This is also much higher than the core EU
objective for RES of 32%. Provision has been
made for the RES share in electricity consumption to exceed 60%. In this context specific initiatives are already being promoted and implemented by the government, e.g. simplifying and
speeding up the licensing framework, ensuring

Solar energy is playing an increasingly important part in the energy mix of Greece. The country has high levels of solar irradiation with an average global horizontal irradiation level of more
than 1500 kWh/m2. With around 4,1 million m2
(2,9 GWth) of solar thermal systems installed,
Greece has the second largest total capacity in
Europe after Germany. It also has the third largest per capita ratio of installed collector surface
after Cyprus and Austria. Around 243 000 m²
(170,1 MWth) of solar thermal systems have
been installed in 2012. The Greek market mostly
consists of individual solar water heaters of the
thermosiphon type. There is still a significant potential for larger solar thermal systems in the tertiary sector and in industry.
There has only been a marginal increase of
1 MW in the installed solar PV capacity in 2016
compared to the figures at the end of 2015. The
total installed solar PV capacity by the end of
2016 accounted for 2605 MWp, out of which
375 MW of small PV systems below 10 kWp
have been installed under the Special Photovoltaic Rooftop Programme. Only 6,1% of the total
PV capacity is installed on the non-interconnected islands (NIIs). In 2016, a total of 3417 GWh
was produced by solar PV which thus became
the third most important RES in terms of genera-

National Energy and Climate
Plan

Bulgarian electric vehicle manufacturer Sin
Cars Industry plans to start mass production of
its L CITY light truck model next year. It is expected the company will produce up to 20 000
units annually. The innovative L CITY model features built-in photovoltaic panels, which recover
up to 20% of the battery capacity on a sunny
day, so that the electric truck can run 250 –
300 km, said Sin Cars CEO Rosen Daskalov during a presentation of the vehicle in Sofia.
Development of the model began in 2018. The
design, prototyping, testing and vehicle parts production phases all take place in Bulgaria, while the
assembly will be based in Munich via the subsidiary L CITY Automotive GmbH. Daskalov said that
the motives behind that decision were the comparative ease of entry into big markets from Munich, as well as the direct contact with Bavarian
automotive specialists. He added that the company has developed a similar platform for the manufacture of electric buses and bigger e-trucks.

Construction of waste-toenergy plant in Belgrade to
finish in late 2022

Photo: Beo Cista Energija

Serbian company Beo Cista Energija announced its plans to complete the construction of
a waste-to-energy facility near Belgrade in November 2022. The facility will enable the generation of
10% of Belgrade‘s heat and 5% of its electricity
through waste. The capacity of the energy-fromwaste plant will be up to 30 MW of electricity,
plus 56 MW of heat purchased by the municipal
company Beogradske Elektrane, reducing the natural gas consumption of its Konjarnik plant by 80%
in the cold season. Beo Cista Energija is a special
purpose entity formed by French utility company
Suez, Japanese conglomerate Itochu and pan-European equity fund Marguerite Fund, through the
International Finance Corporation and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency. In 2017, the
companies entered a 25-year public-private partnership with the City of Belgrade for the construction of a waste-to energy plant, a facility for construction and demolition waste, the remediation,
closing and aftercare of the existing Vinca landfill
and the construction of a new EU-compliant landfill, an investment worth EUR 300 million.
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SEE NEWS
Serbia plans development of
3 industrial zones along
Morava Corridor

Serbia plans to build three industrial zones
along the Morava Corridor, a 110 km motorway
linking Preljina to Pojate in the central part of the
country that is under construction by a consortium of US civil engineering group Bechtel and
Turkey‘s Enka, president Aleksandar Vucic announced. He added that the motorway should
contribute considerably to the development of
local municipalities and the environment through
which it passes, and represents a great opportunity for the domestic economy and industry.
„Residents of Cicevac, Varvarin, Krusevac,
Trstenik, Vrnjacka Banja, Kraljevo and Cacak will
directly benefit from the project,“ Vucic noted
during a meeting with representatives of the
Bechtel – Enka consortium. Serbia signed a EUR
745 million contract for the construction of the
Morava Corridor motorway with the consortium
in December 2019. The motorway will feature 88
bridges, 29 level crossings and 11 tollbooths.

Swiss Landis+Gyr to acquire
Turkish smart meter
manufacturer Luna

Photo: Luna

Swiss smart meter and smart grid solutions
provider Landis+Gyr announced it sealed a deal
to acquire Turkish smart metering device maker
Luna Elektrik Elektronik Sanayi ve Ticaret, or
Luna, in order to expand its core capabilities in
smart metering as well as geographic footprint.
The Swiss firm is paying a high double-digit million US dollar purchase price, but the exact value
of the deal remains undisclosed.
„The acquisition will allow Landis+Gyr to gain
a meaningful share of the Turkish market, where
the transition to advanced metering infrastructure has yet to commence, and utilise Luna`s
vertically integrated manufacturing to drive sales
in adjacent markets,“ the Swiss firm noted in a
press release.
Established in 1991, Luna offers smart metering devices and associated software solutions for
electricity, water and heat. The Izmir-headquartered company employs over 850 people and
has a production capacity of more than 400 000
smart meters per month.
10
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optimal integration of RES in electricity networks,
operating storage systems and promoting electric mobility.
A key objective in NECP is the programme
for reducing the share of lignite in power generation by implementing a relevant front-loaded programme in the following decade and putting a
complete end to the use of lignite for power generation in Greece by 2028. The NECP also sets
out the timeframe for shutting down the lignitefired power plants that are currently in operation
by 2023.
According to the Natural Gas Market Roadmap, provision is made for the construction of
the 3rd LNG tank (increase of LNG storage), upgrade of berthing facilities (projects completed in
2018), and completion of works to further increase the rate of gasification of the Terminal's
drainage capacity and the implementation of the
project of the underground gas storage facility in
South Kavala.
Regarding the preparedness of Greece and
of stakeholders to respond to the limitation or interruption of energy supply, provision is generally made to maintain and/or enhance current gas
related measures through the new, updated versions of the Preventive Action Plan and the
Emergency Action Plan based on the recent results of the National and Joint Risk Assessment
Study, and through the solidarity mechanism between neighbouring Member States that the
country is required to adopt in accordance with
the requirements of Regulation (EU) 2017/1938.
There is a need to complete the existing interconnections and to design new international interconnections with pipelines from third countries. In addition, these actions will contribute to
the diversification of energy sources and supply
routes from third countries. More specifically, with
regard to the electricity market in the next decade, the following interconnection projects are
being implemented/promoted  second Greece
 Bulgaria interconnection; support through the
implementation of the interconnection of Crete in

the context of the Greece  Cyprus  Israel interconnection project; upgrading the Greece  Republic of Northern Macedonia interconnection.
The Floating Storage Regasification Unit
(FSRU) in Alexandroupolis has attracted the interest of investors wishing to obtain a holding in
the share capital of the company implementing
it. It has attracted the attention of suppliers expecting to enter the Southeast and Central European market, thus contributing to the elimination
of monopolistic regimes. It has attracted the interest of final consumers in this geographical
area wishing to have direct access to more competitive gas prices in order to reduce their production costs. This has been designated as a
project of common interest and its effect in conjunction with the IGB pipeline at a regional level
is decisive in making Greece a real hub in the
gas market. The aim is for the Hellenic Energy
Exchange to put in operation a trading platform
in the context of the gas market in 2020.
Similarly the construction of the underground
gas depot in the offshore field of South Kavala,
which is being depleted, is an energy infrastructure that can offer a variety of mechanisms for
supporting measures to mitigate and/or prevent
supply security crises in Greece and contribute
both toward ensuring balance in the transmission system and increasing competition, which
will have a direct impact in reducing energy
costs. Moreover, this infrastructure, in conjunction with the FSRU project in Alexandroupolis
and the TAP and IGB gas pipelines, is very important for the Greek and Balkan markets. The
underground depot can be used for the long-term
storage of sufficient quantities of natural gas either for commercial purposes or for use in case
of an emergency that could have a significant
impact on Greece's supply. The current gas market, the existing infrastructures and the fact that
power generation depends greatly on imported
natural gas stress the need to construct the underground depot, which will serve as an additional entry point in the transmission system.

Bulgarian market
for metal cutting tools
The development of the global market of metal cutting tools nowadays is dynamic and saturated with high technologies, technical innovations and new developments in the field of production materials, geometries and coatings. The
Bulgarian market is inextricably following global
trends and despite limiting factors such as the
coronavirus pandemic is proving to be significant
for more and more global manufacturers of metal cutting tools. Among the reasons for this are
its close proximity to key Western European markets, its good position in regional trade and the
excellent socio-economic conditions for investment in the country plus the plenty of qualified
staff. Currently there is a plethora of local and
international companies operating on the Bulgarian market, involved in the manufacturing and
trade  import and export, of metal cutting instrumentation and machining equipment.

Global trends and strong traditions
According to a comprehensive research report by Market Research Future the global metal
cutting tools market size is projected to be worth
USD 110,48 billion by 2028, registering a CAGR
of 6,73% during the forecast period (2021-2028).
The market was valued at USD 82,17 billion in
2020.
Although the segment has been strongly affected by the COVID-19 outbreak, the rapid
growth in the auto industry will boost market
growth over the forecast period, analysts say.
The increase in demand for automation in
factories is increasing the use of smart manufacturing technologies for the product development and production process. The increase of
Industry 4.0 is pushing the requirement for interconnected machinery that in turn is driving
machines conducive to predictive maintenance.
It is here where more and more metal cutting
tools are projected to be put to use, the report
further states.
The solid round tools are expected to lead the
market over the forecast period followed by in-

dexable inserts. By material type, the cemented
carbide will dominate the market for the increase
in the automotive component manufacturing activities in the world, experts predict.
Among the leading countries in Europe, accounted for total sales of metal cutting tools, revenue, market share and growth rate, are Germany, UK, France, Italy, Russia and Turkey etc.
Hosting more and more local offices and sales
departments of major global manufacturers, Bulgaria strictly follows in those footsteps, maintaining relatively high for the region levels of production and trade with metal cutting tools.
According to a brief report, published by the
Technical university of Gabrovo, ever since the
19th century Gabrovo has been a centre of
crafts, textile and metalworking industries. Now
the largest Bulgarian manufacturers of hoists,
cutting tools and plastic products operate here,
as well as big companies for textiles, instruments, furniture, electrical products, etc.
Gabrovo and a surrounding area of a radius
of 70-80 kilometers concentrate some companies of paramount importance for the national industry, such as machine tools manufacturers in
Troyan, Kazanlak and Sliven, producers of electrical machines in Troyan, Lovech, Veliko Tarno-

vo, Teteven, companies for cutting tools, plastic
deformation and casting of metals and plastics in
Gabrovo, Sevlievo, Dryanovo, Kazanlak, textile
and clothes manufacturers in Gabrovo, Sevlievo, Kazanlak, Sliven, Tryavna, etc., the reference informs.

Leading companies in the
market
In the current article we make a representative sample of the local and foreign trade and
manufacturing companies, operating on the Bulgarian market in the field of metal cutting tools.
As a basis for the review we have used data from
the Bulgarian Technical Catalog  the first general technical catalog in Bulgaria, as well as company websites. The overview presents some of
the major listed companies in alphabetical order.
Arton is a distributor of Kennametal USA, a
leader in the production of high quality metal cutting tools, and also a representative of Kyocera
Japan in the field of metal cutting tools.
Bendis Engineering is a commercial engineering company, which presents on the Bulgarian
and Balkan markets leading companies in the
field of metal cutting and metalworking machines
and tools.
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SEE NEWS
Bulgaria‘s Alcomet
commissions new aluminium
profile processing facility

Photo: Alcomet

Bulgarian company Alcomet, which specialises in aluminium products manufacturing, commissioned a new facility for aluminium profile
processing following an investment of BGN 13,5
million or EUR 6,9 million. The new facility, which
spans across 4100 m2 and currently employs 30
people, will enable Alcomet to produce aluminium electric vehicle components.
At the moment, the company is in the stage
of prototyping and pre-series production of the
respective components under already agreed
projects. According to plans serial production
should start in 2022. In a press release the company added that such products can be utilised
not only in the automotive industry, but also in
the construction and architecture sector, mechanical engineering, renewable energy production, etc. Alcomet first shared its intentions of
entering the automotive parts industry in 2019,
when it launched a new aluminium profile production facility. Currently, the company exports
over 90% of its output

First unit of Akkuyu NPP to be
complete by May 2023

Photo: Rosatom

The construction of the first unit of Turkey‘s
Akkuyu nuclear power plant (NPP) will be completed by May 2023. According to local media,
the three remaining units of Akkuyu NPP are
due to start operation by the end of 2026, at a
rate of one per year to ultimately have a total
installed capacity of 4800 MW. Construction
work on the second unit started in June 2020,
while the groundbreaking ceremony of the fourth
reactor will take place next year. The plant will
have an estimated service life of 60 years with
an extension of a further 20 years.
Earlier this year, Turkish president Erdogan
said that the Akkuyu NPP, which is being built by
a unit of Russian state-owned nuclear energy corporation Rosatom, is expected to produce an estimated 35 billion kWh of electricity per year,
meeting around 10% of Turkey‘s electricity
needs. In 2010, Turkey and Russia signed a cooperation agreement for the construction of the
power plant worth an estimated USD 20 billion.
12
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Bimex Limited was established in 1990 and is
involved in sales, service and integration from the
center of Bulgaria  Kazanlak and Gabrovo, of
metalworking machines and automation, instrumental and measuring equipment for them, production and trade of diamond tools, etc.
Bolshevik is an engineering company offering
a full range of metal cutting tools and industrial
equipment, wholesale and distribution of industrial quality cutting, measuring, hand and abrasive tools.
Ceratizit Bulgaria develops and manufactures innovative solutions for tool manufacturers. This includes rods and preforms for solid
carbide tools as well as carbide components for
various applications, for example for the medical industry.
In August this year the company announced
it was investing EUR 20 million in expanding its
production facilities for metal cutting and special
tools in Gabrovo. It plans to create 100 new jobs,
as well as build a new modern production base
with a logistics and solar park for its own needs
in Gabrovo.
Danphil offers on the Bulgarian market high
quality industrial cutting tools, trade services in
the field of high quality monolithic carbide tools,
cutters, drills, tool holders, reamers, taps, advice
and consultations.
Daru Varna is engaged in the import of Kemppi welding machines, machines, metal cutting
and measuring instruments, technical plastics for
heavy, chemical and food companies, energy
and others.
Delphi Engineering is an official representative of Johs. Boss (leading international supplier
of precision tools for manufacturing and checking threads), Wexo Praezisionswerkzeuge (drilling, milling, threading/tapping products), Fahrion

(precision chucks and high-precision collets) and
Mapal  Microtek.
Diafest was established in 1995 in Sofia with
subject of activity import and sale of professional
tools. The company is an official distributor of
Kyocera Unimerco Japan for metal cutting tools.
DTL Trade offers high class industrial fluids
and tools for the metal processing industry. The
company is an official representative of the world
famous brands Houghton, Widia, Vmd, Dynateco. The company's portfolio includes high-quality tools for grinding, turning, drilling, threading.
Euroexport BG is involved in the production
and sales of high quality and precise cutting tools
for turning and milling centers.
Established in 1992, Euromarket Group is the
largest trade engineering company for industrial
and construction equipment in Bulgaria. The
company offers on the local market the vast portfolio of Kennametal, which includes tools for turning, milling, drilling, etc.
Euromarket BRD is a company within Euromarket Group. It has two business divisions: Euromarket Metal and Euromarket Tools.
Gewindewerkzeuge Gabrovo is a producer of
thread cutting, metal cutting and gear cutting
tools from HSS and also the biggest manufacturer of thread cutting tools in Bulgaria with more
than 70 years experience.
Guehring Bulgaria sells rotating tools production of company Guehring Germany, which features own production of hard alloys, machines
for the manufacturing of tools, own developments of coatings. The company has production
and service centers in over 60 countries.
Insmetal Gabrovo offers a wide range of metal cutting, abrasive, measuring and diamond
tools, equipment and accessories for metal cutting machines.

Instrument Commerce is established in 1994
in Gabrovo. It is one of the largest manufacturers
and importers of metal cutting tools and machining equipment in the country.
Iscar Bulgaria is located in the town of Kazanlak to serve the metal cutting industry in the country. The trained staff of experienced technologists
and sales consultants in the company is ready to
provide full technical support, consultation, demonstrations and tests of Iscar tools  a leader in
metal cutting tools.
Metal Parts is an innovative, fast-growing
company, whose activity is mainly related to the
production of various metal products from different types of steel, aluminum, brass, copper and
other materials, including tooling.
MGS Tooling was established in March 2015
with main activity supply of high quality metalcutting tools and equipment for conventional and
CNC metalworking machines. The company
works with proven tool manufacturers.
Sandvik Bulgaria, part of Swedish Sandvik
Group, was set up in 1991. The Bulgarian
branch manufactures tools for metal-cutting
machines, metal processing and wood processing industries as well as high tensile and carbon steel.
Seco is one of the world's largest providers of
comprehensive metal-cutting solutions for milling, stationary tools, holemaking and tooling systems. Seco Tools Bulgaria offers value-added
tools, machines and products, services and solutions for sectors such as the automotive and
aviation industries.
Sintcom tools was established in 1993. Its
scope of activity includes import, export and
trade in professional metal-cutting tools, accessories for metal-cutting machines, tool holders,

diamond and measuring tools.
Soltec offers complex solutions from the design, through the instrumental equipment and
tools, to the production of details and assemblies.
The firm is an official distributor in Bulgaria of
Hoffmann Group, the leading European company for high-quality instruments, it is represented
by its own brands: Garant and Holex and offers
the products of more than 500 of world's leading
manufacturers.
Tashev-Galving is specialized in trade with
tools, compressors, timbering elements, ferrous
metals, building materials, wood material, ironware, abrasive instruments, etc.
Technocorp is a company for delivery of metal-cutting tools and technological equipment. It
offers tools with different characteristics and purpose so that it can satisfy the client's specific
needs, according to their activity and the specifics of the machines used by them.

Teko Tek BG is a representative of TaeguTec
 South Korea's largest and most innovative industrial cutting tool manufacturer, and also an
important provider of tungsten powders, solid
carbide rolls and specialized industrial products
to the world at large.
UMT Kazanlak is specialized in the manufacturing of solid carbide tools (standard and special); distribution of cutting tools with indexable
carbide and PCD inserts; regrinding and coating
services for cutting tools and machining parts.
V&D International was established in 1990.
As a representative of leading in its field, mainly
German manufacturers, the company offers
high-quality products that meet quality and safety standards in force in the European Union, including metal cutting tools.
Vimax SD offers metalworking tools and consumables from Sandvik Cormorant, Optomechanic and other world leaders.
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Logistics and supply chain
management in SEE
Modern logistics and supply chain management (LSCM) practices have undergone an important evolution at the beginning of the third decade of this high-tech century. Among the engines of this technical maturation are both innovative industrial concepts such as Industry 4.0
and socio-economic factors related to the COVID pandemic. Last but not least, the ubiquitous
transformation of logistics and distribution is
greatly influenced by the increasingly persistent
initiatives at national, regional and global level to
introduce green policies and initiatives for sustainable development and reducing the harmful
impact on the environment.
All these trends are crucial for the transformation of the logistics industry in South-East (SE)
Europe, a region traditionally considered to be
underdeveloped in terms of infrastructure and
technology compared to Western Europe. According to recent studies in the field, countries
such as Romania, Bulgaria and Serbia are proving to be strong centers of attraction for investments in logistics, warehousing, distribution and
supply chain management by large international
corporations in various branches. Among the
reasons for this shift from Asia to the Old Continent is the complicated economic situation due
to the coronavirus pandemic, which pushes
many global companies to develop strategies to
optimize costs and move closer to critical Western European markets.

The process of modernizing logistics and supply chain management practices in South-East
Europe is long and gradual, and of course there
are many challenges ahead. A series of studies
in this area have been conducted in recent years
by a number of distinguished experts and organizations, highlighting the main opportunities and
difficulties during this modernization. On a positive note, today, in 2021, many of the identified
problems are being overcome, and more companies in the industry are already aware of the
need to implement high-tech solutions for business process management, including advanced
automation tools, ICT systems, resource planning platforms, RFID and GPS tools, mobile and
wireless technologies.

Development trends in modern logistics
Modern logistics and supply chain management are experiencing a period of fundamental
qualitative and technological transformation.
From reversible logistics, which was a leading
trend, set in the not-so-distant past, focusing on
reducing waste and reusing products and materials, the sector is now going towards a wider,
deeper approach  green logistics. It represents
a more comprehensive concept of environmentally friendly thinking. This process is further supported by the implementation of modern technology, which except for greener future provides the
companies in the sector with broader opportunities for management, control and optimization of
all business activities. With these two strategy
pillars in mind the logistics and supply management industry is aiming to achieve more cost,
14
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time and energy savings, utilizing more and more
modern means of transport, manipulation equipment, warehouse management solutions and
concepts.
According to a recent study, published by the
international news agency Reuters, logistics and
warehouse companies are accelerating expansion plans in South-East Europe where business
is expected to boom as the pandemic spurs manufacturers to relocate operations close to main
markets. Market analysts are convinced that
many large global companies will return to Europe from Asia and SE countries like Bulgaria,
Romania and Serbia will impact the whole future
of the sector in this region.
Among the main trends, outlined by the research, is the fact that more and more manufacturers are moving to South-East Europe,
seeking proximity to key EU markets. The main
beneficiaries of this process include Bulgaria,
Romania and Serbia, which provide large companies with lower production costs in comparison for example to the Czech Republic, analysts also note.
Setting up in European Union nations Romania and Bulgaria represents a big selling point for
these and neighbouring countries like Serbia
where it is often cheaper and easier to get
projects running. Foreign investors have also
been drawn by yields on industrial and logistics
properties that hovered in 2020 between 8-10%
for Romania and Bulgaria and 5-7% in Poland,
the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary, Colliers said, compared with 4,5% in Germany or
France, the report points out.
The industrial and logistics sector in Roma-

nia, which is South-East Europes biggest economy, grew by 43% in the first quarter from a
year earlier with 264 000 m 2 of new space
leased to total 5,16 million m2, shows statistic
information, published by the real estate consultancy CBRE. Another important reason for
many manufacturers to relocate their operations in SE Europe are wages, which are
around three times less in Serbia and about half
as much in Romania and Bulgaria compared
with the Czech Republic.

A quick look back at the shaping of current trends
A comprehensive research paper  The use
of information systems for logistics and supply
chain management in South-East Europe: Current status and future direction, published in
the international journal of management science Omega, indicates the main opportunities
and challenges facing this industry, identified in
the beginning of the previous decade. Together
with the current studies, cited in this article, it
outlines a period of rapid development of the
industry and investigates the status and future
direction of the use of information systems for
logistics and supply chain management (LSCM)
in South-East Europe. The study was conducted based on detailed questionnaires sent to 300
manufacturing and trading enterprises in six
South-East European countries (Albania, Bulgaria, North Macedonia  then FYROM,
Greece, Romania, and Serbia and Montenegro). The authors clarify that manufacturing and
trading enterprises were the target groups because they tended to adopt such information
systems and it was envisaged that interesting
results could be obtained.
A total of 79 enterprises submitted back their
answers. The analysis showed that companies
faced similar challenges but all were in different
stages of developments of LSCM. The results
also demonstrated that current deficiencies, including limited abilities in building valuable forward relations, weak strategic planning and organisation, and infrastructural problems, were
major obstacles for faster development in LSCM
in the region.
Meanwhile though, the globalisation market
has stimulated the demand on the use of different concepts, techniques, tools, systems, technologies, models and frameworks in enterprises
for logistics and supply chain management. Key
activities in the field include material sourcing,
production scheduling, and physical distribution
systems, supported by the necessary information flows. The cited report points out several
groups of potential solutions for optimizing business processes in this area, based on information technologies, namely: material requirements
planning (MRP), manufacturing resource planning (MRPII), enterprise resource planning
(ERP), supplier relationships management

(SRM), customer relationships management
(CRM), etc. Those platforms are complemented
by advanced technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID), global positioning satellite (GPS), and wireless and mobile technology,
which have gradually been applied in more and
more manufacturing, service, logistics, distribution and retail companies in South-East Europe
to this day.
In addition, during the last decade many enterprises in the sector have also achieved better
tracking of products, improved efficiency in information processing, improved security, reduced
counterfeit, fast-tracked quotation and ordering,
improved customer relationships, better control
of supplies, statistics show.
In recent years the European Commission
has funded many research and development
projects collectively aiming to improve the competitiveness of the European business in the
field. Today South-East European countries still
have many opportunities to increase their competitive capability in LSCM through technological
innovation and more sustainable operations.

that medium and large enterprises are the likely
users of large scale ERP systems, whilst smaller
enterprises could only afford the midrange ERP
systems. However, its predecessors, MRP and
manufacturing resource planning (MRPII), are
still very popular, particularly amongst the manufacturing small and medium-sized enterprises,
the report concludes.
Electronic data interchange (EDI) is another
popular technology for transferring information
between suppliers and customers in supply
chains. Barcoding is still among the leading resources for part and product tracing. These
proven technologies are not as expensive as
RFID, considering their robust implementations
at levels of the supply chain. However, the cost
of RFID tags is decreasing rapidly, which constantly broadens their applications.
The comprehensive analysis of the survey re-

Available technology solutions
Many problems in relation to supply chain
management generally are due to uncertainty.
The research team, which conducted the aforementioned study, suggests that intelligent agentbased knowledge management systems used in
conjunction with advanced technology are
among the most appropriate solutions to this
challenge. Analysts note that not every enterprise could afford an ERP system  both a decade ago and now, although the prices of these
platforms have been gradually falling in recent
years. A mid-range ERP system implementation
still is a way more affordable solution for many
smaller-scale companies. Price ranges show
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sults reveals important issues related to LSCM
through information systems, namely: the need
for improving strategic planning, forward versus
backward supply chain relations, the overall satisfaction of information systems currently in use,
and specific policy recommendations.
Almost half of the companies in the sample
(48%) believe that they need to improve their
strategic planning concerning LSCM. Only one
fourth of these companies seem to be satisfied
with their strategic planning (27%) while 15%
claim that they have just started to implement
some sort of strategic planning for LSCM. An
interesting finding is the fact that 10% stated
that they find strategic planning not appropriate. This study also found that the majority of
companies (52%) do not have a clear logistics
plan, and 55 of them (70%), do not have a
separate logistics department, the research
says.
This leads to another significant conclusion,
although there isnt enough reason for generalization. The majority of the interviewed enterprises are trading and manufacturing companies,
where LSCM activities are of key importance. In
this regard, the study shows that a decade ago
many of the South-East European enterprises
engaged in the field of logistics and supply chain
managed were experiencing difficulties to strategically plan and organize their operations. In the
spirit of the fierce global competition that they
were about to face, this shortcoming could prove
fatal, analysts point out.
The study in question proves to be of utter
relevance to the current status of LSCM in
South-East Europe as it constitutes a conditional time and technical starting point of a relatively dynamic process of modernization in the sector, which leads to a much more mature stage
of technological provision through means of information and automation platforms. The re16
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search summarizes the most popular solutions
currently used and intended to be implemented
in the future. Among them WMS, MRP and barcoding are leading while RFID is considered to
be still in its infancy in the region, which insensibly is about to change in the following years.
Concerning future implementation, CRM proves
to be the most desired IT solution, followed by
e-Commerce and e-Business applications, the
paper also infers.
Almost half of the companies stated that they
seek to improve their relations with customers. It
is no surprise that one of the most appropriate IT
solutions which enables forward relations, namely CRM, is at the top of the list. In the same direction, the popularity of e-Commerce and e-Business applications for future implementation suggests that the strategic direction in the region is
shifting from production to market oriented, another im portant conclusion states.
Companies were asked to evaluate current
policies in their South-East European countries
with regard to LSCM as well. As a whole, companies in the sample are only somewhat satisfied with their governments policies on LSCM.
Within the sample, Romanian companies are the
most satisfied ones while companies from FYROM (now North Macedonia) are the least satisfied from all others, says the report.
In summary, according to market experts,
South-East Europe has the potential of becoming a major node in global supply chain networks,
since its geographical position allows it to be the
natural bridge between the advanced Western
Europe and the emerging markets of the East.
Today we are already witnessing the early results of this significant trend.

A green logistics strategy for
South-East Europe
Another fundamental trend in the develop-

ment of the South-East European LSCM sector
in the past years is the so called green logistics
strategy. Green logistics management practices
have been gradually implemented in the field,
demonstrating the favorable influence of sustainable policies on the environment, society, and
economy. Intermodality has emerged as the
main platform for green logistics development in
Europe, particularly in South-East Europe, as a
result of recent EU initiatives in the field. A macro
green logistics strategy for the region includes
the development of intermodal infrastructure, the
use of intermodality as a whole, and the reassessment of the transportation sectors environmental impact.
According to another relevant research 
Green logistics strategy for South-East Europe: to improve intermodality and establish
green transport corridors, conducted by Intereuropa  Global Logistics Service and the
University of Ljubljana, regions like South-East
Europe sooner or later will be forced to develop
green consciousness and regularly use green
technology. In addition, the initiative for green
transport corridors has been strongly pushed
by the EU. Of course, its important to be noted
that the transport and logistics sector in Northern and Southern European regions are completely different, using different infrastructure
and degree of automation, and with completely
different management philosophies, the report
also points out.
It outlines some of the major problems in this
recourse in relation to infrastructural underdevelopment, stating for example that the only operating railway stations in the region that can
accommodate containers and other intermodal
units are situated in capital cities such as Ljubljana, Zagreb, Sarajevo, Belgrade, Sofia, Bucharest, etc. The researchers suggest that
these terminals and other key infrastructural
units need modern handling technologies, higher degree of automation and static and dynamic capacities which can secure optimal handling
processes.
In the report Challenges of green logistics in
South-East Europe another group of sector experts propones five main fields of development,
on which the logistics sector of South-East Europe should be focused in the future. Those are:
efficient transportation and modal shift, network
optimization, transport units and packaging materials, greener facilities and operations, and recycling operations.
All companies in South-East Europe will be
forced to incorporate green logistics concept
eventually. It is important that enterprises overtake national or international regulations; they
must introduce ecological considerations in every step of their business processes. Of course,
they must remain lean, and lean thinking must
be used in the development of green logistics as
well, the report concludes.

Textile industry in Albania

The strategic geographical location of Albania allows an easy and rapid reach to European
markets. Currently Albanian textile production is
exported mainly to the Italian market (80  90%),
followed by Germany, France and the Netherlands.
The Albanian government has signed numerous free trade agreements such as CEFTA,
EFTA, WTO membership. The signature of the
Stabilization and Association Agreement gives
Albania free access to EU markets. According to
a report prepared in 2015 by CSR Netherlands
and commissioned by RVO and the Embassy of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands annual average
growth of Albanian exports to the EU is 13,2%
passing from EUR 678 million in 2008 to EUR
1,11 billion in 2012. The report states that the
total sector employs roughly 70 000 employees
who earn an average gross wage of ALL 22 000
(equalizing EUR 160) for 174 hours work per
month (2015). There are 762 garment and shoe
factories producing goods for foreign clients and
making up 42% of Albania's exports (2015). Social security and health insurance for new employees are covered by the government for three
consecutive years in case of a 6-year term contract.
At the time of the CSR Netherlands' survey a
vast majority of these companies were CMT driven (Cut Make Trim). Besides CMT, there were
some companies that offer full package (from
weaving/design to a ready made garment) and
the first and so far only knitting company in Albania with impressive circular knitting machinery.
Since CMT is currently the sector's main activity,
it is assumed that the other 90% of the sector is
represented by CMT. This means that designs,
patterns and cut patterns are imported and that
most of the finishing is conducted elsewhere.
Since the sector is mainly serving the Italian market the Italian contract providers have full control
of pricing, margins, timing and sales. Therefore
Albanian companies are highly dependent on the
Italian market. The major shortcoming is the low
level of added value the sector creates.

Marketing development
Since more than 90% of the garment sector
in Albania consists of CMT production, little value is added in the production chain. Albania is
an interesting country for Western brands due to

its cheap labor, but it cannot compete with the
Far East where larger orders can be produced
for a lower price. Therefore Albania needs to get
out of surviving CMT and grow towards more
added value in its core business, as it does not
offer a durable prospect for the sector if Albania
continues to focus on CMT production. CMT also
causes that local sourcing is now impossible.
That impedes the sector since it relies on fabrics,
designs and patterns imported from abroad. Albania strongly depends on Italy when it comes to
clients, technology, sourcing and production. Albania's own textile industry (spinning, weaving,
knitting, dyeing, printing, finishing) is in that sense
poorly developed.
There are only few companies involved in
the production of woven and knitted fabrics.
There is a lot to win in terms of branding and
positioning. The label Made in Albania is relatively unknown and as a result undervalued.
Most companies are willing to obtain a better
commercial position, since the lack of commercialization impedes their business. Mostly they
are run by one or two owners as family businesses, followed by a large amount of employees. Middle management is missing, and this
puts a large pressure on the owners. There is
in many cases simply no time, no back-up by
branch organizations or no money for investments in branding for creating an in-house
brand. Moreover, companies that are ready to

hire a skilled and qualified designer or brand
developer indicate that Albanian fashion institutes only deliver technically skilled graduates,
not creative designers, states the CSR Netherlands' survey.
As most of the Albanian companies work on a
CMT basis for Italian clients their experience with
buyers' requirements heavily depends on their
business relation with the Italian customers. The
Italian market hardly asks for compliance standards e.g. BSCI or Oekotex 100.
The label Made in Albania does not always
appear in ready-made garments when the garments are finished in, e.g., Italy. In this case we
do not speak of country of origin labeling. At
present, there is no EU legislation on country of
origin labeling for textiles, apparel and footwear
products, although some member countries may
require the origin to be listed on the label. North
West European EU member countries do not require such a label. In case one does mention the
country of origin, the non-preferential rules of origin do apply. These rules state the country in
which the last substantial transformation of a
product took place, is relevant for providing the
country of origin. Most countries outside EU require such a statement. Albanian companies are
not in the position to decide on this due to the
CMT business model. These products are specifically destined to be sold on the Italian market
(mainly corporate identity wear). The Albanian
south-east european
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company works in this case on the basis of subcontracting for an EU company.

Footwear
There are more than 100 shoe producing
companies in Albania performing only CMT (contract work). All these companies suffer from the
absence of finished leather produced domestically because all tanneries and footwear companies depend on foreign suppliers and customers. Finished and crust leather is mostly imported from Italy, but also from America, Russia,
Egypt, Bangladesh or Turkey. The hides have to
be imported in large amounts. Due to delays the
Albanian footwear industry looses European customers.
The footwear industry in Albania offers medium up to good quality shoes very suitable for the
North and West European market. Orders could
be delivered quickly and working conditions are
up to standard. In addition, most factories have
the possibility to organize flexible production for
small quantities. The biggest shoe producing
company in Albania DoniAnna has its own brand
that is running alone a total turnover of
EUR 40 000 euro in 2014. This company is one
of the few producers creating Made in Albania
shoes, with own designs. The shoes are exported to Italy, Germany, France, the Netherlands
and Scandinavia. DoniAnna has 5 factories employing 2400 people. DoniAnna is present at
trade fairs (Riva di Garda and Milan) and is ISO
9001 complied but not BSCI. However, the company aspires to become more sustainable. The
owner, Mrs Donika Mici, aims to present a completely chromium free edition of shoes for a
young target group at Riva di Garda.
The company strives to minimize the waiting
time for finished leather by setting up a (sustainable) tannery in Albania that can finish leather
from wet blue to crust. It will reduce the overstock, it is estimated that it will save her roughly
EUR 4000 on foreign imports, and she will be
18
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able to become a quick and reliable deliverer to
the European market. Moreover, Albania could
hereby create its own integrated leather supply
chain from which the whole sector could benefit.
Albanian leather could be identified and promoted because of full domestic production. Standardization becomes easier so as the implementation of sustainable industry labels (BSCI) required by the Western market.

Recent situation in textile industry
Albania's garment manufacturing industry,
which supplies famous brands in Italy and elsewhere, was heavily affected by the pandemic and
the lockdown in many countries, which delayed
supply chains and deliveries. As in other sectors
like car manufacturing and electronics, which
also have complex international supply chains,
the clothing and textiles sector suffered sudden
demand and supply side shocks in the early
months of 2020. The initial disruptions to supplies from China, followed by factory shutdowns
in Europe and elsewhere as the pandemic
spread around the world, was accompanied by a
slump in demand as people stopped going out 
and to a large extent stopped buying new clothes
 during the spring 2020  lockdowns. The burden fell especially hard on companies and their
employees in lower income countries, among
them Albania, supplying western markets.
Nowadays the textile and footwear sector is
the single largest category in Albania's exports.
In 2019 exports in this category amounted to ALL
118 billion. ALL 92 billion  almost a third of all
exports  was textile and footwear products exported to Italy.
Albania's strength in this area dates back to
the communist era, when textile production and
garment manufacturing was one of the most important sectors of the economy, with state factories supplying the local population and producing for export. The Kombinat Stalin Textile Mill in

the outskirts of Tirana employed over 2000 people in its heyday. Today, Albania is no longer a
major textile producer, and its factories, now privately owned, many of them by Italian businesspeople, import materials that are then turned into
partially or fully finished garments or shoes then
re-exported. Data on this industry is incomplete,
but nowadays Albania is estimated to have
around 1000 companies engaged in garment
manufacturing, employing up to 90 000 people.
Aside from Albania's previous history in the
sector, the industry developed thanks to Albania's low costs  this is a labour-intensive sector
and Albania has the lowest minimum wage in
Europe  and its proximity to Italy, one of the
worlds fashion capitals. Italy, just across the
Adriatic Sea from Albania, has a large Albanian
diaspora and is the country's top trading partner.
Typically, clothes and shoes are exported almost
completely to Italy, where Italian workers add the
final touches and packaging, allowing the products to go out to the shops with the prestigious
Made in Italy label.
In just one example, Kler, a major Albanian
CMT company located on the highway between
Albania's capital Tirana and the port city of
Durres, supplies high-end men's shirts for Italian
brands including Brancaccio C., Alex Doriani and
Cristiana C. Kler's website says the company
prides itself on its high quality make, quick turnaround capacity, convenient location to EU fabric markets and competitive pricing with a low
cost of labour.
When the pandemic started, it had a quick
and extremely damaging impact on companies
and workers in producing countries around the
world, where many manufacturers already struggled with cash flow and operated on extremely
tight margins. As early as March 2020, the Clean
Clothes Campaign warned that companies were
closing in Albania and elsewhere because of the
shortage of raw materials from China combined
with declining consumer demand and shop closures, which resulted in major international retailers cancelling orders (including some already
completed) and demanding discounts on orders
already shipped.
Rights activists around the world focusses on
the clothing industry warned that the financial
burden of the pandemic was being passed on to
the most vulnerable people in the industry, namely workers in low-income countries, many of
whose employers were unable to pay them for
work already done. A report from the Centre for
Global Workers Rights (CGWR) and the Worker
Rights Consortium (WRC) said that fashion companies from the US and Europe cancelled or refused to pay for USD 16,2 billion of orders in
April-June 2020, resulting in textile workers losing USD 1,6 billion in wages. During this period,
fashion companies in the EU took delivery of garments worth 45% or USD 6,5 billion less than in
the same period of the previous year.

Workers in Albania's garment sector  around
95% female with an average age of 31-35  were
already in a precarious situation where they
faced multiple labour rights abuses and job security dependent on their factories securing fresh
orders. This immediately worsened when COVID-19 started spreading across Europe.
The International Labour Organization (ILO)
reported the immense impact of the pandemic
on the textiles, clothing, leather and footwear industries. Quarantine measures, closure of retail
stores, illness and salary reductions have suppressed consumer demand. At the same time,
this sector is struggling with severe supply-side
disruption; as workers are told to stay at home,
supply chains grind to a halt and factories close.
Women in Albania`s apparel and footwear sector are among the hardest hit by the economic
woes associated with the COVID-19 health crisis, said an ILO report.
The Albania government shut factories down
in the initial lockdown in March 2020, but those
in the garment industry were the first to reopen
after factory owners put pressure on the government to allow them to continue working. Looking
at the financial impact on workers, when factories reopened many were operating at a low capacity, offering their workers only a few hours a
day, with their pay adjusted accordingly. Others
were unable to come to work as closed schools
meant they had young children at home, or without public transport they couldn`t get to their
workplaces. While the government extended
support for workers forced to stay at home by

the pandemic, there were cases of factories laying off workers as demand shrank, and once they
were removed from the payroll they were unable
to access support.
According to a Reuters report, the Albanian
government gave a one-off payment of ALL
40 000 to 179 000 workers after 50 000 lost their
jobs, including in the garment sector, and approved sovereign guarantees to help pay employees. However, industry insiders told the
newswire that most companies failed to secure
bank loans despite the guarantee.
By June 2020, 50 000 people from across the
Albanian economy had been removed from the
payroll and declared unemployed. While some
were later taken back as factories reopened.
Some companies entered bankruptcy, while others struggled to access support from the government channeled through local banks.
One way that companies have managed to
survive the crisis is by switching from fashion apparel to production of face masks and other personal protective equipment (PPE), though this
was not in sufficient volume to come close to
making up for the shortfall in fashion orders for
the industry as a whole.
German international development agency
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH supported the tailoring industry in Albania during the pandemic.
The shutdown of the fashion industry in Italy and
other European countries reduced the demand
for textiles made in Albania immensely. According to studies, in 2020 alone, the potential loss of

the sector summed up to EUR 180 million. Given
the high demand in Germany, starting the production of PPE kept these companies running.
GIZ advised the producing companies on ensuring the quality standards for protective wear,
and also initiated cooperation between Albanian
and German companies through its networks
with chambers of commerce in the two countries.
Among the Albanian companies it has supported
are Efa Solutions, which produced hundreds of
thousands of gowns since June 2020, that were
sold to customers in Germany. Efa Solutions
even subcontracted four other local textile companies to satisfy the high demand for PPE. This
helped secure nearly 600 jobs and create 400
new jobs in the textile sector, which has still not
yet recovered from the crisis. Alongside their
clothing, Efa Solutions still manufactures protective gear despite the decreasing demand for
PPE, as they have built a productive system
which ensures quality of high international standards, GIZ spokesperson said.
Another consequence of the pandemic  potentially a positive one for Albania  is that supply chain disruptions, such as those between
East and South Asian suppliers and European
markets, have caused companies to rethink their
supply chains to make them more resilient to
such disruptions in future. One of the ways to do
this is by nearshoring production and Albania,
along with the other Western Balkans countries,
and other relatively low-income European countries like Moldova and Ukraine, are well placed
to do this.
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Ecomondo 2021 back to its usual format
Ecomondo will be back in physical form at Rimini Expo Centre from 26 to
29 October 2021 with 1000 exhibitors and an area occupancy rate of 90%
compared to 2019 levels. The first new entry for this year will be found at the
West entrance: an outdoor exhibition area leading to the covered area occupied almost entirely by waste collection and transport vehicles: the biennial
SAL.VE exhibition groups together urban hygiene and separate waste collection vehicle chassis manufacturers and fitters under the same roof.
Among the new ideas and innovations at Ecomondo is taking a journey
into environment sanitization, a particularly hot topic these days. Visitors will
also witness innovations for water efficiency systems and hydro-geological
risk. At the heart of the event are the circular bio-economy and start-ups,
which will also have an exhibition area inside the Expo Centre and, thanks to
collaboration with ITA, together make up a part of the circular economy and
renewables' technological supply chain.
In regards to the conferences, Ecomondo will enjoy considerable support
from the European Commission which will be bringing its dual strategy on
the theme of decarbonisation to the show: reducing climate-changing gases
and strengthening biodiversity through the regeneration of soil, forests and
seas, which together, help to assimilate more CO2, guarantee food production and protect against future pandemics. From "flagship events" to case
studies, the focus will be on the entire Euro-Mediterranean basin. Training
will also be in the spotlight: case studies and updates on European and
national regulations will bring together public administration and business.
All the conferences will be streamed live and will be available to watch on
demand from 2 November.

Photo: Italian Exhibition Group

Organizer Italian Exhibition Group assures that visiting Rimini Exhibition
Centre will be extremely safe  all those attending the events will be required to present a Green Pass (certifying that they have either recovered
from COVID-19, been vaccinated or tested negative within the last 48 hours),
have their temperature checked and wear a face mask. Anyone not in possession of a Green Pass will need to present a negative swab result.

New exhibition concept for EMO
Hannover 2023
Experts from the worlds of business and politics gathered at the EMO
Hannover Relaunch Conference, held on September 14, and debated on
the future of production technology. At the event, which took place on the
Hannover Messe trade fair grounds, organizer the German Machine Tool
Builders Association (VDW) presented the new exhibition concept of EMO
Hannover 2023.
The sector is in a constant process of transformation and is facing huge
challenges. As the leading global trade fair, EMO Hannover must reflect
these, make them transparent, and propose solutions, if it is to continue to
be of relevance for the future, explained VDW Executive Director Dr. Wilfried Schaefer. The new claim of the trade show is Innovate manufacturing
and according to Carl Martin Welcker, General Commissioner of EMO Hannover 2023, it addresses the challenges that will face the industry in the
months and years ahead. It is a call for both exhibitors and visitors alike to
constantly reinvent themselves, improving and expanding their offers,
streamlining their processes, and tapping new markets so as to position
themselves as best possible amidst international competition. At the same
time, the claim describes EMO Hannover as an innovation platform for production technologies that has evolved into an internationally relevant business platform.
The exhibition's communication concept rests on the four pillars EMO
Communication, EMO Connect, EMO Digital and EMO Conference, which
include new formats such as speakers corner, master classes, or EMO
Academy, as well as familiar offers such as matchmaking or guided highlight
tours  including digitally.
One of the main aims of the new EMO Hannover is to turn into the key
meeting point for the industry, not only during the exhibition itself, but also
20
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between events, with an accompanying digital program, 365 days a year.
The point is to develop and shape these formats with our partners by the
time of the exhibition, Schaefer announced. A large number of events will
take place around the globe in the run-up to EMO Hannover 2023, such as
the EMO World Tour in the early months of 2023.
Since 1975, EMO has been the world`s leading trade fair for metalworking. It is now more than that. It encompasses the entire value chain, primarily integrating the IT that is so essential for continuing to drive forward intelligent factory networking. These digital twins will always be a feature of EMO
Hannover in future. And it is more than a sales platform. We engage in
dialog with our customers, exhibitors, and visitor target groups, drawing them
together in networks, mediating knowledge, and offering sound information
for investors, Schaefer summed up.

5th edition of Warsaw Industry Week
to take place in November
The 5th edition of Warsaw Industry Week will be held between 8 and 10
November 2021. The trade fair is already very popular among visitors and
exhibitors alike. The list of companies that have already confirmed their presence during the International Fair of Innovative Industrial Solutions at Ptak
Warsaw Expo is constantly growing and there are many indications that this
year's edition will once again be an excellent place for business development, organizers claim.
Warsaw Industry Week is an event that has been successfully attracting professionals who want to get to know the latest technological solutions in manufacturing to the Ptak Warsaw Expo exhibition halls for 6
years. The fair offers a unique opportunity to get acquainted with the countless number of products and devices, including market novelties. It is also
a great opportunity to see how machines and tools perform in the production process.
During this year's edition, visitors will be able to attend the stands of
leading companies offering innovative solutions for the industry, such as:
Beckhoff Automation, Multiprojekt Automatyka, Item, Fanuc Polska, Murrelektronik, Igus, Cormak, Metal-Technika Rafal Cygan, DIG Switala, Centrum Maszyn CNC, Heverc, PAX PHU, IMF Electronic or Metal Technics
Polska and many others.
Thanks to the countless industrial sectors represented at the fair by exhibitors and visitors, Warsaw Industry Week is probably the largest event of
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its kind in Poland. The huge exhibition area dedicated to the organization of
the event and the full infrastructure available on site give exhibitors unlimited
opportunities to present their products. During the 5th edition of the industrial fair, participants will be able to see the offer of hundreds of companies
operating in the field of metalworking, welding, surface treatment, 3D printing, robotics, automation, etc. Modern and functional exhibition stands will
emphasize the value of the presented assortment and will make it easier for
visitors to communicate with company representatives and to get acquainted with the device or product they are interested in.

WIN EURASIA implements hybrid
fair model
Organized by Hannover Fairs Turkey, WIN EURASIA will once again
bring together all industry professionals physically and digitally between
10 and 13 November 2021. Among the main topics of the exhibition will be
sheet metal processing and metal-forming technologies, automation services, electrical and electronic equipment, hydraulic and pneumatic services, in-plant logistics, etc. Both visitors and exhibitors, not only from
Turkey but also foreign buyers, show great interest in the event, which will
be the first big industry meeting to be held in Istanbul since 2019.
In compliance with the changing ways of doing business due to the
pandemic, this year WIN EURASIA will take place in the digital environment as well as the physical fair, enabling industry professionals who cannot travel to participate in the event. Digital exhibitors will have the opportunity to host buyers and display their products in 3D with chat functions
and one-to-one video calls in the virtual platform at the exhibition stands.
The conferences will also be moved to the digital environment with speakers making digital presentations either on the trade fair grounds or wherever they currently are.
The organizer has also implemented measures to limit the spread of
COVID-19 at the physical fair  visitor registrations can only be made
online to ensure that there is no congestion, especially at the entrance. In
addition, the fair's mobile application will enable entry without queuing and
will explain the rules to be applied at the exhibitor stands, provide data on
the planning capacities of the halls according to the social distance requirements, etc.
For the first time this year, the Generator Special Area at WIN EURASIA
will offer a unique opportunity for exhibitors and visitors to experience the
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manufacturing industry in 360 degrees. In the Generator Display Area, which
will be created with Aksa's solution partnership, visitors will have the opportunity to get the most up-to-date information about generators and learn
about new technologies.
In 2019 WIN EURASIA attracted 1376 exhibitors from 20 countries and
over 77 400 visitors from 111 countries. Overall 467 participants from 37
countries took advantage of the B2B matchmaking opportunities. Top 5 international exhibitor countries included China, Germany, Taiwan, South Korea and Italy, while most international visitors came from Iran, Bulgaria, China, Russia and Germany.
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EBRD invests in Turkish waste-to-energy
company
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) invested in a minority stake in the Turkish waste-to-energy firm Biotrend. The company's main activities include integrated solid-waste management and renewable energy generation under municipal concessions of up to 20 years. It operates 18 waste-to-energy plants in the Turkish cities of Izmir, Bursa, Balikesir,
Hatay, Usak, Sivas, Aydin, Canakkale and Malatya, with a total installed capacity of 72,6 MW. Biotrend has been listed on Borsa Istanbul since April 2021.
The general aim of EBRD as a shareholder is to promote private-sector
participation in municipal waste management. The Bank is currently working
with the Ministry of Environment and Urbanisation and Turkish municipalities to upgrade the legal framework for public-private partnerships focused
on municipal services. According to Arvid Tuerkner, EBRD Managing Director for Turkey, weak waste management is one of the top environmental
problems in Turkish cities. He said that although municipalities are responsible for waste management in their jurisdictions, they face technical, financial
and managerial constraints and private companies with know-how, such as
Biotrend, can help cities address the waste challenge while increasing the
installed capacity of renewable energy.
One of the most important solutions for a sustainable world is the use of
renewable energy sources. The effects of climate change have once again
been shown by the fires along the Mediterranean coast over the summer.
With new investments in the renewable energy field, it is possible to reduce
carbon emissions and improve energy efficiency for a better future and

healthier population. The use of biomass energy reduces greenhouse gas
emissions and slows climate change. In addition, thanks to waste recycling,
the soil, ground and surface waters will be protected, which ensures the
production of water and nutrients. Biotrend Energy has grown approximately five times in terms of both turnover and EBITDA (earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortisation) in the last three years. In 2021, we
continue to grow in line with our targets. We are pleased that the cooperation with the EBRD has brought us one step closer to achieving our goals,
commented Ilhan Dogan, Chairman of Biotrend Energy.

First electricity interconnector to be built
between Albania and North Macedonia
Construction of a new power substation in
Ohrid has started with the facility being a key
component of the first electricity interconnector
between Albania and North Macedonia, which
will span from Bitola in North Macedonia to the
Albanian border. The project is financed by the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the European Union (EU).
It is part of the EUs efforts to establish an eastwest electricity transmission corridor between
Bulgaria, North Macedonia, Albania, Montenegro
and Italy. The start of construction work was
marked with an official ceremony attended by the
Prime Minister of North Macedonia, Zoran Zaev,
Albanias Deputy Minister of Infrastructure and
Energy, Ilir Bejta, as well as representatives of
the EBRD and EU (Andi Aranitasi, EBRD Head
of North Macedonia, and Julian Vassalo, Deputy
Head of the EU Delegation to North Macedonia).
Supporting crucial, regional cross-border infrastructure is key to creating larger integrated
energy markets and increasing energy security
in the region. The construction of this new line
will help scale up renewable energy capacity in
North Macedonia, allowing the country to
achieve a faster decarbonisation of its electricity
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sector and also improve the balancing of electricity systems by connecting the electricity market of North Macedonia, which is dominated by
thermal power, to the Albanian electricity market, where hydropower prevails, said Andi Aranitasi, EBRD Head of North Macedonia.
The project completes the 400 kV electricity
ring between Albania, North Macedonia and
Greece, enhancing cross-border exchanges in
electricity and contributing to the development of
the regional market. The section between Bul-

garia and North Macedonia, also financed by the
EBRD, has already been completed. Also complete and operational are a new 400 kV line between Albania and Montenegro as well as a submarine cable between Italy and Montenegro. It is
Photo: Reed Tuyap Fairs
expected that the new transmission line will ensure improved and affordable energy supply to
residents and businesses in North Macedonia by
normalising voltage levels, stabilising load flow
and frequency fluctuations and decreasing technical losses in the overall transmission system.

EUR 45 million invested in energy-saving
technologies in the Western Balkans
over the last four years
Thanks to the Green Economy Financing Facility (GEFF) programme in less than four years,
more than 9000 households in the Western Balkans have invested around EUR 45 million in energy-saving technologies such as insulation, heat
pumps, new windows or solar panels. This resulted in a reduction of CO2 emissions by more
than 12 000 tonnes per year, equivalent to removing 7700 cars from the roads.
The Western Balkans GEFF was established
by the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) with the support of donors
and provides specialised credit lines to individuals, together with incentives funded by the European Union (EU), for investments in energy efficiency. The programme is co-financed by the
EU, the Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance, and
bilateral donors to the Western Balkans Investment Framework (WBIF). It is part of the Regional Energy Efficiency Programme (REEP) for the
Western Balkans and implemented in partnership with the Energy Community Secretariat.
In March 2021 the programme was extended
to Montenegro. Because of its successful regional roll-out, combined with the growing interest in
energy efficiency financing, the GEFF was increased from EUR 85 million to EUR 135 million,
with plans to expand the programme further in
2022. The funding will be channelled through local financial institutions and will allow even more
households in the region to improve the energy
efficiency of their homes.
We are enthusiastic that our support has
helped so many households in the Western Balkans to invest in energy-saving improvements,
leading to lower emissions and electricity costs.
Combating air pollution and decreasing energy
intensity are top priorities in the region and we
will continue to provide support, with the GEFF
as one of our key pillars for the residential sector, said Aleksandra Vukosavljevic, EBRD Director, Financial Institutions, Western Balkans
and Eastern Europe.
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Households interested in investing in energy
efficiency can apply for specialised credit lines at
local partner financial institutions. Upon successful completion of their investment, they also receive a grant incentive worth up to 20% of the
loan amount and funded by the EU. So far, the
EU has contributed EUR 27 million to the programme, to support households that have invested in energy-efficient technologies in the Western Balkans, thus making those investments
more affordable.
The European Commission is ready to support the implementation of the Green Agenda for
the Western Balkans. Under IPA III funding, it
has programmed the allocation of EUR 500 million specifically for this purpose. The WBIF will
facilitate the implementation of the Green Agenda by greening past and future investments
across all its sectors as well as by prioritising investments in technologies that may accelerate
the green transition, noted Richard Masa, Head
of Sector, Western Balkans Investment Framework, European Commission.
The programme also allowed cooperation

with more than 4000 manufacturers and distributors of highly efficient green solutions in the
Western Balkans. Vendors are listed in the Technology Selector, an online catalogue of pre-approved energy-efficient equipment obtainable on
the six Western Balkans markets. The catalogue
is available through the GEFF websites (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia) and features
items such as thermal insulation, double-glazed
windows, high-efficiency boilers, heat pumps,
solar collectors or solar water heaters, and photovoltaic systems. The Technology Selector enInforma and
Markets
ables an easy search for Photo:
technologies
services and lists matching retailers.
To honour the joint efforts of GEFF donors,
partner financial institutions, and producers and
vendors of green technologies, the EBRD made
a donation of 1000 trees, which will be planted in
the region during autumn 2021. This green
award celebrates in particular the 18 partner financial institutions that joined the first phase of
the programme and the 32 most active and committed vendors.
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